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Abstract. Advocates of autonomous driving predict that the occupation of taxi driver could be made
obsolete by shared autonomous vehicles (SAV) in the long term. Conducting interviews with German
taxi drivers, we investigate how they perceive the changes caused by advancing automation for the
future of their business. Our study contributes insights into how the work of taxi drivers could change
given the advent of autonomous driving: While the task of driving could be taken over by SAVs for
standard trips, taxi drivers are certain that other areas of their work such as providing supplementary
services and assistance to passengers would constitute a limit to such forms of automation, but probably
involving a shifting role for the taxi drivers, one which focuses on the sociality of the work. Our ﬁndings
illustrate how taxi drivers see the future of their work, suggesting design implications for tools that take
various forms of assistance into account, and demonstrating how important it is to consider taxi drivers
in the co-design of future taxis and SAV services.
Key Words: Autonomous vehicles, E-hailing, Shared autonomous vehicles, Taxi app, Taxi driver,
TNC

1. Introduction
Digitization and automation have caused radical and disruptive change for many
industries, some products to become extinct, and thousands of jobs to disappear
(Arntz et al., 2016; Ford 2015; Frey and Osborne 2017). If workplaces are digitized
and tasks are increasingly automated, occupations can change dramatically or
become obsolete (Autor 2015). Emerging trends in the transportation sector, such
as advances in autonomous driving expose professional drivers such as taxi drivers,
train and bus drivers, truckers, parcel deliverymen, and many more to this risk
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(Pakusch et al., 2016). In a worst case scenario, taxi drivers’ jobs could disappear
completely. Experts see shared autonomous vehicles (SAV) as having the potential
to replace traditional taxis (Davidson and Spinoulas 2015; Litman 2017) as these are
expected to provide the same service at reasonable cost (Burns 2013; Fagnant and
Kockelman 2015; Fagnant et al., 2015). While members of the taxi industry are
certain that ‘the profession of taxi driver will not disappear, but will redeﬁne itself”
(Mönch 2018), many researchers believe that ‘there will be no more employment for
taxi drivers’(Alessandrini et al., 2015; Chou 2017; Madrigal 2018; Walker and
Marchau 2017). There is a signiﬁcant strand of European CSCW research which
aims to promote democracy at the workplace (Harmon and Silberman 2019), and
aims for close cooperation with workers and trade unionists in pursuit of design
objectives which support it. This study positions itself in that tradition, by addressing
and including taxi drivers as those potentially affected by the radical transformation
of the taxi industry.
The taxi business has already been put under pressure by gig economy models
such as the spread of transportation services such as Uber or Lyft that are facilitated
by mobile technologies (Barro 2014; Taschler 2015). The emergence of these new
transportation network companies (TNC) highlights how working conditions might
be subject to substantial change, forcing the drivers to adapt their working practices
accordingly (Chen 2018a; Zade and O’Neill 2016). SAVs would have an even
greater impact on the need for human drivers, potentially rendering their work
obsolete and changing transportation services to an even larger extent. Looking at
the uptake of these disruptive services allows us to better understand the potential of
new ICT-based services, as well as their impact on existing practices and traditional
organizational structures. By understanding how the profession of taxi drivers
adapted to recent innovations, such as Uber, we can better anticipate how they will
adapt to emerging innovations such as SAVs.
In this study, therefore, we want to analyze how technology has recently changed
existing work practices in the taxi business in order to draw conclusions for the future
impact of SAVs on the industry. We do so, by looking at the case of Germany, where
Uber struggles to succeed in the market on a sustainable basis. By comparing our
case to studies carried out in other countries such as the US (Lutz et al., 2018; Ma,
Yuan, Ghafurian, and Hanrahan 2018; Raval and Dourish 2016), UK/US (Glöss
et al., 2016), China (Chen 2018b) or India (Zade and O’Neill 2016), we can better
understand how contextual factors inﬂuence the uptake of innovations, the acceptance of new technologies and how they inﬂuence the profession of taxi drivers.
Our approach is in line with the turn to practice within Human Computer
Interaction (HCI), recently reinvigorated by Kuutti and Bannon (2014), and which
reminds us that successful system design may need to take into account various
contextual factors instead of merely focusing on the interaction between individual
user and system. These contextual factors depend on, and are constructed in,
practices which are routinely carried out in situ. Here, ‘interaction is no longer at
the center, but is one aspect among many, serving its speciﬁc part in the performance’
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(Kuutti and Bannon 2014 p. 3549). Following this approach, we consider it necessary to involve affected stakeholders in the research to ﬁnd out how roles might
change, in this case those of taxi drivers. A number of studies have investigated TNC
drivers (see 2.3), we focus on traditional taxi drivers whose clientele substantially
differs from Uber drivers, for instance, and thus serving slightly different needs.
Thus, we contribute to the existing literature in three ways: First, by analyzing
why otherwise successful disruptions failed in Germany, we provide a complementary study to those investigating the impact of these disruptions in other countries.
Second, by analyzing the speciﬁc practices of traditional taxi drivers and their
situated practices, we highlight current changes that illustrate the possible effect of
further automation on their work, allowing us to derive design implications for HCI
researchers and third, we build on prior work by reﬂecting on the potential of SAVs
given the backdrop of the existing practices of taxi drivers. The study also shows that
a human centric computing perspective can be a resource for practitioners’ activities
and for current policy debates on ‘the future of work’and can act as an impulse for
policy, practice and public discourse (Harmon and Silberman 2019).
Our study is based on 19 semi-structured interviews with German taxi drivers. The
interviews centered on their work practices, experiences with current technologies
such as e-hailing and ridesharing apps, as well as their attitudes towards possible
future developments such as SAVs. Our analysis provided a rich picture of how
emerging technologies affect their work, and how they adapt to changes in their
infrastructure, as well as how they take advantage of new technologies and adapt to
potential threats.
2. Background and related work
2.1. The German taxi industry
By addressing opportunity-based mobility, taxis are still an important part of modern
public transportation (Gwilliam 2005). In Germany, most taxi customers use cabs for
getting from and to parties or events (59%), for getting from or to airports and train
stations (11%), for medical reasons (10%), when other private or public transportation is not available (7%), or for journeys with a transport of goods or objects (2%)
(IFAK 2014). Taxis thus provide mobility especially in situations where customers
cannot or do not want to drive themselves, or where no alternative modes of
transportation are available for a one-way journey (Davidson and Spinoulas 2016).
A study among taxi customers showed that 77% of taxi trips happen in situations
where no other adequate means of transportation are available (IFAK 2014).
To understand the attitudes and perspectives of taxi drivers, it is important to
consider the context of the German taxi industry, which is quite distinct from the
situation in the USA, for example (EU Commission 2016). In 2018, there were
around 21,700 German taxi companies, operating around 53,000 taxis, and generating sales of 5.3 billion euros (Bundesverband Taxi und Mietwagen e.V. 2019). As in
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other countries such as Norway, or cities such as New York, too, the German taxi
market is strictly regulated by federal laws and regional restrictions. Regulation
relates to quantity and service, as well as price regulation and regulation of the
industry structure. To be allowed to establish a taxi company, entrepreneurs must
apply for a “Taxikonzession” (in the following referred to as taxi concession), a
license that is similar to American taxi medallions, and is intended to regulate the
quantity of taxi companies. However, applicants often wait 20 years or longer until
they get a taxi concession (i.e. interviewee T06). The approval of a taxi concession is
linked to the fulﬁlment of various admission criteria, which can be classiﬁed into
subjective (guarantee of the safety and capability of the business, the reliability of the
applicant as well as his or her professional background) and objective criteria
(viability of the local taxi industry with regard to transport orders in taxi trafﬁc, taxi
density, development of the revenue and cost situation). Taxi drivers must hold a
passenger transportation license without which she or he is not allowed to transport
people commercially.
Traditionally, three main parties are involved in the taxi service: the customers, the
taxi drivers and the taxi dispatchers. The taxi dispatchers take over the organization
of the taxi ride in their role as intermediaries. Their main task is to optimize taxi
availability and customer requests and to broker trips. Other core functions of the taxi
dispatchers are administration (e.g. accounting) and representative duties (representation of taxi drivers vis-à-vis institutions). Currently, 80% of taxi drivers are
members of regional taxi dispatch services (Deutscher Taxi- und Mietwagenverband
e.V. 2016). Most of the taxi companies are additionally organized in the German taxi
association BZP (Bundes-Zentralverband Personenverkehr – Taxi und Mietwagen).
This institution represents the interests of taxi companies and has repeatedly lodged
complaints against different TNCs, putting pressure on the European Court of Justice
to reach a decision. However, membership is not mandatory.
The taxi driver is responsible for all executive activities: ﬁrst and foremost,
driving, meaning the execution of the trip but also the route planning, which is
why prospective German taxi drivers still have to prove their knowledge of their
district by exams. Routing is the ﬁrst activity that has changed as a result of
digitization and has increasingly been carried out by technology in the form of
GPS navigation. As most taxi drivers today make use of GPS-supported routing,
many consider a mandatory local knowledge exam to be outdated (Cassel and
Thomas 2017). The taxi drivers themselves, however, usually consider their knowledge as superior to GPS routing (Girardin and Blat 2010).
2.2. Uber’s struggle to gain a foothold on the German market
The entry of UberPop into the German market in October 2014 provoked great
resistance from taxi drivers and taxi associations. As in many other countries, action
has been brought against the authorization of such transport services (Fleisher 2014).
Plaintiffs relied on the strict regulation of the taxi industry to which every lawfully
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operating taxi driver is subject. On March 18, 2015, the service was declared anticompetitive by the Frankfurt Regional Court, as Uber drivers were driving without a
taxi concession and a passenger transportation license. Even so, because fares
regularly exceeded the operating costs of the trips (Bundesgerichtshof (BGH)
2015) (which implies that there is an intention to make a proﬁt and that there is no
pure cost sharing between peers). On December 20, 2017 the European Court of
Justice (ECJ) ruled that Uber corresponds to a transport service and must be regulated
accordingly and thus cannot operate legally with its current business model. Uber
reacted to this decision and is now offering UberX in several German cities since
May 2019, with a business model with professional drivers that corresponds to the
German model of hired cars with drivers. Like taxi drivers, these drivers require a
passenger transportation license, whereas the companies do not need a taxi concession, making it easier to start a business. However, this service can only take requests
at the company’s registered ofﬁce and must immediately return to its registered ofﬁce
after ﬁnishing a ride. Thus, hired cars with drivers are neither allowed to be hailed at
the side of the road nor to wait for customers at attractive places like airports or train
stations, and customers may only book the service via the ofﬁce. As the Uber App
directly matches drivers and customers, the Regional Court of Cologne issued a
temporary injunction on July 19, 2019, stating that it is no longer permitted to broker
rides via app in Germany. So far, Uber has ignored this ban and continues to offer its
service. For an even more detailed comparison of the regulation between taxi and
Uber in different countries we refer to (Rienstra et al., 2015) and (OECD 2018).
Contrastively, taxi apps – apps that broker rides with professional taxi drivers of
existing taxi business holding a taxi concession – are becoming increasingly popular
in Germany, 11.5% of all taxis were ordered via app in 2017 (Statista 2018). The
clientele of both TNCs and taxi apps is considerably different from that of traditional
taxis: While the average Uber passenger is 32.7 years old with 0.3% being 70 years
or older, the average taxi passenger is 47.6 years, with 11.4% being 70 years or older
(Young and Farber 2019).
2.3. ICT-based innovations in the taxi industry
E-hailing apps which broker trips with licensed taxi companies are becoming
increasingly popular in Germany. Across Europe, over 100,000 taxis can be booked
via at least one taxi app (Statista 2018). Offering similar functions to those of TNC
apps, e-hailing apps enable professionally employed or self-employed taxi drivers to
take over the most important function of taxi dispatchers – the brokerage of rides
(Haucap et al., 2017). Customers and taxi drivers can get in touch directly and
arrange a trip, instead of going through a classic taxi dispatcher. Recent studies have
analyzed how conventional taxi drivers reacted to the advent of e-hailing apps. One
study showed that the Ola app has changed existing practices and consequently
limited the ﬂexibility and autonomy of auto rickshaw drivers in India while at the
same time the use of the Ola app had increased earnings or reduced the number of
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working hours only marginally (Ahmed et al., 2016). Similarly, taxi drivers in China
who had installed Didi or other taxi-hailing apps, reported a signiﬁcant decline in
their income and an intensiﬁcation of work stress (Chen 2018b).
While there are relatively few studies that focus on traditional taxi drivers who
switched to or adopted e-hailing apps, most of the studies are dedicated to TNC
drivers. The aforementioned business models of the TNCs Uber or Lyft are attributed
to the so-called gig economy. The gig-economy is ‘the sub-form of the platform
economy, in which personal contact between client and contractor takes place’
(Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung e. V. 2019). By ﬂexibly matching peers, the digital
platform business models are disrupting their respective industries (McGregor
et al., 2015) and can replace traditional forms of businesses.
HCI and CSCW Researchers have analyzed how digitally mediated TNC platforms coordinate and organize work, how they inﬂuence drivers and how drivers
react to their digital ‘principals’(Chen 2018b; Marquis et al., 2018; Peticca-Harris
et al., 2020). The impact of Uber’s algorithm-controlled price system has been the
topic of recent research investigating how surge pricing affects workers and consumers (Cachon et al., 2017; Chen and Sheldon 2016). Others have analyzed the
drivers’ position in relation to earnings, autonomy, and satisfaction (Kim et al., 2018;
Ma et al., 2018).
The results of the following studies are of particular interest for our study: Recent
work has investigated the motivation to become a Uber driver in India, showing that
drivers hope for better lives and respect in their social spheres (Prabhat et al., 2019).
Most Uber drivers in India, unlike drivers in the developed Western countries, face
the challenge of having to buy their own vehicle ﬁrst in order to participate in the
service. In the study by Peticca-Harris et al. (2020), former and active professional
taxi drivers from Canada were interviewed regarding their motivations for switching
completely to Uber or using Uber as a supplement to traditional taxis. Results
revealed that they worked for Uber to keep up with the changing landscape and
mitigate the impact of the high weekly rental fees charged by traditional taxi
companies. They considered the increased independence from taxi companies and
taxi stands, as well as greater ﬂexibility in working hours, to be a positive.
It is difﬁcult for drivers to unite and assert their interests against the Uber
corporation (Alkhatib et al., 2017). Addressing uneven power between gig workers
and platforms, some studies have analyzed workers’ rights in more detail and shown
how workers’ rights might be strengthened (De Stefano 2015; Stewart and Stanford
2017). Much work has been done on the pressure that rating systems put on
ridesharing drivers, investigating how the strong pressure of the ratings inﬂuences
the behavior of the drivers and the design of the service (Anderson 2016; Chan 2019;
Glöss et al., 2016; Raval and Dourish 2016). Focusing on the high service orientation
and how the ridesharing drivers respond to the platforms’ rating systems, Glöss et al.
(2016) outlined, by interviewing US-American and British Uber drivers, how important new tasks and skills such as empathy and emotional labor in general have
come to the fore. In the same way, Raval and Dourish (2016) and Anderson (2016)
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have shown how ridesharing drivers try to create a personalized and pleasurable
experience for their passengers always having the pressure of the 5star rating system
in mind.
2.4. Future technological impacts – shared autonomous vehicles
Gig economy experts Lieber and Puente forecast the end of the gig economy, as
understood at present, for low-skilled, commercialized workers, at least as they are
currently to be found in the logistics and transport sector:
‘In the past few years, analysts and reporters have obsessively focused on
transportation technology platforms such as Uber and Lyft and delivery technology platforms such as Instacart and the workers needed for these on-demand
services. […] these tasks are overwhelmingly likely to be automated over time,
performed by selfdriving cars and drones.’ (Lieber and Puente 2016)
Other experts go a step further and argue that platform operators are
instrumentalizing the gig workers to automate their services. Michael Osborne
argues that Uber and Lyft can feed their algorithms with the journey data collected
on user demand, trafﬁc and road conditions until the computers are ﬁnally smart
enough to perform the complete driving task without human intervention (Taylor
2016). In this respect, the era of the human gig worker is seen as a transitional phase
for the automated execution of services. Taking up this issue, we contribute to a
better understanding of how future technology could change work in the taxi
industry. In this respect, we also contribute to the existing literature on the gig
economy by analyzing the future of gig work against the background of selfdriving technology. In doing so, we expand the scope of previous literature which
focuses primarily on current developments and technologies.
Three forms of autonomous driving are conceivable and are currently in different
development and test stages: autonomous public transport, private autonomous
vehicles, and shared autonomous vehicles (Pakusch 2020; Pettigrew et al., 2018).
The ﬁrst two variants represent further developments of established means of
transport. Autonomous driving in the form of autonomous buses, autonomous trains,
or automated shuttle buses enriches public transportation. Meanwhile, there is the
concept of SAVs, which is the most disruptive of the three and which represents not
only a technical innovation (automation), but also a social innovation (sharing). As
such, it represents a passenger-centric concept (Stevens et al., 2016). SAVs are thus
understood as fully automated vehicles that can be hailed via an app, drive to the
passenger to pick him or her up, and chauffeur him or her to the desired destination
without the user having to bear the burden of ownership (Fagnant and Kockelman
2014). Often this mobility service is also discussed using the term ‘driverless taxi’
(Pakusch et al., 2020).
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Regarding the future of the taxi business, besides automated routing and
brokering, the technology could perform the central task of the ridesharing service:
doing the driving itself in SAVs. Aspects of, and possibilities surrounding, the
building safe and reliable autonomous vehicles for facilitating innovative and efﬁcient future transportation have recently been investigated (i.e., Agatz et al., 2016;
Hima et al., 2011; Leonard et al., 2008; Lutin et al., 2013). For a long time, this has
been a predominantly technical discourse that dealt with technological feasibility
(Goodall 2014a; Schreurs and Steuwer 2016; Strand et al., 2014), (resource) efﬁciency (Brown et al., 2014; Greenblatt and Shaheen 2015; Morrow et al. 2014) and
ethical issues (Fagnant and Kockelman 2015; Goodall 2014b; Lin 2016) relating to
automated driving without taking into account the different roles of humans associated with these vehicles.
Transportation research has focused on the acceptance of semi and fully autonomous vehicles (i.e., Kyriakidis et al., 2015; Nordhoff 2014; Pakusch and Bossauer
2017; Payre et al., 2014) as well as on the use and applicability of fully autonomous
vehicles as not privately owned but publicly shared vehicles. In this discourse, the
term ‘shared autonomous vehicles’ (SAVs) has become established (Fagnant et al.,
2015; Litman 2017; Pakusch et al., 2018) drafting scenarios with driverless taxi
ﬂeets, and indicating ‘there will be no more employment for taxi drivers’(Walker and
Marchau 2017). In this vein some studies have undertaken simulations of SAV ﬂeets
(Burghout et al., 2015; Fagnant et al., 2015; Martinez and Viegas 2017; Spieser et al.,
2014) showing that new mobility concepts in public transport based on SAVs can be
sustainable solutions and efﬁcient extensions to existing concepts and thus could
compete with and endanger the existence of traditional taxis in the future.
HCI research has mainly addressed driver-vehicle interaction especially in handover situations (Gowda et al., 2016; Koo et al., 2015; Meschtscherjakov et al., 2016b;
Politis et al., 2015); interaction between drivers or pedestrians and driverless vehicles
(Brown and Laurier 2017; Mirnig et al., 2017; Rothenbücher et al., 2015); dashboard
design derived from user surveys, and in-car interaction (Meschtscherjakov et al.,
2016a; Pettersson and Karlsson 2015; Stevens et al., 2019). These studies, however,
do not typically raise the question of ownership or use in shared contexts, and thus
can be understood as implicitly focusing on privately-owned vehicles. One exception
is the recent study of Kim et al. (2019), who simulated an SAV in a Wizard of Oz
experiment that was tested with 43 participants. In their study, the authors created a
customer journey for taxi use based on observations and interviews with taxi drivers.
This customer journey describes the touch point of the passengers and the classical
taxi service, which the authors then use for the further analysis of the service design.
Their participants, however, seem to represent the average Uber or taxi-app user
regarding age, thus being different from Germany’s taxi customers (Young and
Farber 2019). Another Wizard of Oz study has simulated an SAV service (Meurer
et al., 2020), analyzing a more diverse sample. They identiﬁed design themes such as
short-term domestication, the active passenger, the passenger experience, and how
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breakdowns might be dealt with. However, the effects of an SAV service were not
discussed in relation to the inﬂuence on the drivers’ jobs.
2.5. Research outline
Given this prospect, we wanted to analyze possible future changes to the profession
of taxi drivers. To do so, we also considered the social part of the taxi driver
profession to be a relevant matter, as this aspect might be the decisive difference
between human driven taxis and automated driverless taxis. As outlined before,
recent research has begun to investigate the work practices of professional drivers
and the experiences of passengers in order to provide a broader context for design in
the area of e-hailing apps and mobility services (Ahmed et al., 2016; Dillahunt et al.,
2017; Glöss et al., 2016; Kasera et al., 2016; Meurer et al., 2014; Tedjasaputra and
Sari 2016). While these provide valuable insights into the working lives of drivers,
such as the importance of emotional labor and empathy (Anderson 2016; Glöss et al.,
2016; Kameswaran et al., 2018; Raval and Dourish 2016), these works focus on
Uber drivers (Glöss et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2018; Peticca-Harris et al.,
2020; Raval and Dourish 2016) or drivers of other TNCs (Zade and O’Neill 2016).
That costumer clientele, however, substantially differs from the clientele of the
traditional taxis. In particular ridesharing is used less by older people, while traditional taxis are (Young and Farber 2019). Further, all these studies focus on existing
technologies and have little to say about future technologies such as driverless taxis.
Therefore, we extend this work by analyzing the perspectives of German taxi
drivers on the threat of new forms of competition, especially SAVs. To do so, we
focus on a set of research questions to help us assess the consequences of the not-yetexisting technology.
RQ1: How do taxi drivers assess the potential for the automation of their
profession by SAVs?
RQ1.1: Based on experiences with recent innovations, how do German taxi
drivers perceive the general inﬂuence of digital innovations on their work?
Our rationale for focusing on RQ1.1 is that it allows us to understand how taxi
drivers experience and generally respond to changes of their work practices. We
argue, that this understanding helps to draw conclusions for possible future
disruptions.
RQ1.2: What speciﬁc working tasks would still require human work in the age
of SAVs?
As previous literature has already shown, (professional) drivers can stand out from
the competition particularly through their customer orientation and service level
(Anderson 2016; Glöss et al., 2016; Kameswaran et al., 2018; Raval and Dourish
2016). The impact on service levels of SAVs and what the role of the human being
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might be determined in particular by interaction with the customer. Thus, focusing on
RQ1.2 may allow us to learn from the taxi drivers’ actual experiences from which we
can predict challenges in the context of SAVs.
RQ2: What contextual factors shape the adaptation of the profession to
increasing automation and how can those factors inform the design of new
technologies?
Onthe basis of the ﬁndings of RQ1.1 and RQ1.2, focusing on RQ2, we further
analyze how the job of the taxi driver might change if the driving task is completely
taken over by the technology. In doing so, we assess to what extent the person of the
taxi driver is or may in the future be more desirable than a fully automated taxi.
3. Methodology
We have chosen a qualitative approach towards our open-ended research question
and conducted semi-structured interviews with 19 taxi drivers aged 19–65 in Germany (excerpts in this paper have been translated by the authors) (Brumby et al.,
2016). Participants were recruited randomly by addressing them at taxi stands in the
urban Cologne-Bonn area. We offered the taxi drivers ﬁnancial compensation based
on the length of the interviews, roughly amounting to the same price of a taxi ride
with the same duration. Some taxi drivers were willing to do the interview without
compensation. We tried to create a typical sample of respondents for the German taxi
driver community, which is characterized by male drivers with a migration background. To ensure diversity of opinions, we interviewed one female taxi driver and
ﬁve who did not identify as having a migration background (see Table 1). The
interviews ranged from 15 to 45 min in length (average 27 min).
After we had obtained the consent of the taxi drivers to record the conversations,
we conducted the interview in the car, the driver’s workplace. We followed a semistructured interview guideline with open ended questions and encouraged the participants to elaborate on their answers or to report on concrete examples from their
daily work. We started with questions about their career and reasons for choosing the
profession of taxi driver as an entry point for narrative interviews (Bauer 1996).
Then, we continued by asking the drivers to tell us how they typically work, how
they see taxi industry changes in recent years and what changes they expect to see in
the future. If the drivers did not address it independently until this part of the
interview, we enquired about the digitalization of their profession and how that
affects their work life, their customer clientele and interaction with them. The last
part of the interviews was focused on their expectations regarding the future of their
business in the light of innovations such as self-driving vehicles. Depending on how
much the taxi drivers knew and could imagine about autonomous driving, we asked
more open questions or had to become more concrete with our inquiry.
To avoid inﬂuencing our participants, we generally focused on the open questions
and waited if the participants mentioned the subtopics (apps, TNCs, autonomous
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Table 1. Socio-demographics and background information on participating taxi drivers.
No

Sex

Age

Status

Personal background

Taxi app

1

m

59

Self-employed

Yes

2

m

65

Employed

3

m

53

Employed

4

m

52

Self-employed

5

m

64

Self-employed

6

m

54

Employed

7

m

19

Employed

8

m

62

Employed

9

f

61

Employed

10

m

61

Self-employed

11

m

48

Self-employed

12

m

50

Employed

13

m

51

Self-employed

14

m

62

Self-employed

15

m

50

Employed

16

m

48

Employed

17

m

44

Self-employed

Driver for 35 years, immigrated from
Afghanistan, could not return home due
to war, taxi driving as a compromise
Driver for 20 years, immigrant, gave
up job for taxi driving to become
independent, retired, drives occasionally
to increase pension
Driver for 29 years, immigrant, switched
from courier to taxi driver, appreciates
the customer contact
Driver for 21 years, immigrant, was printer
but lost his job
Driver for 37 years, immigrant, dropped
out of his studies, took a taxi as short-term
solution
Started taxi driving as part-time job while
studying, more than 20 years ago, ‘loves’
his job
Started taxi driving a year ago as sideline
beside vocational training
Driver for 7 years, immigrant, prior
employer shut down factory
Was driver in transportation sector before
(school bus, trucks, blood transport),
appreciates customer contact
Has held taxi concession for 21 years,
immigrant, dropped out of studies for
ﬁnancial reasons, became taxi driver
Has held taxi concession for more than
20 years, dropped out of studies, got
stuck in taxi driving
Driver for 23 years, immigrant, no other
occupational perspective
Has held taxi concession for 23 years,
dropped out of studies, got stuck in taxi
driving
Driver for 39 years, became taxi driver
after having conﬂicts with superior
Driver for 25 years, was unhappy with
former job as educator
Taxi driver for 10 years, 4 years
self-employed at the beginning, since
then only part-time, originally from Russia
Taxi driver for 20 years, started in his
brother’s company, now self-employed,
usually at taxi rank at the station

Yes

No

Yes
No

No

No
No
No

Yes

No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No

No

(continued on next page)
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Table 1. (continued)
No

Sex

Age

Status

Personal background

Taxi app

18

m

45

Employed

No

19

m

55

Self-employed

Taxi driver for 20 years, trained
communication electrician, appreciates
the communicative aspects of the job
Runs a taxi company for 24 years,
which exists for over 80 years, with at
times more than 50 employees

Yes

driving) themselves. However, if the core topics of our research questions were not
covered by the participants in these narrative passages, we asked the more detailed
questions that included the above. If a participant addressed a topic on their own, we
followed up on his or her comments and changed the order of questions accordingly.
We only provided taxi drivers with additional information on the concept of
autonomous driving when it became apparent that they had little or no knowledge
of this technology and therefore found it difﬁcult to imagine possible consequences.
The information we gave to those participants related to general deﬁnitions of
autonomous driving (T7, T10, T12) and information about pilot projects to give
them a picture of the reality of progress (T3, T7, T10, T12, T15), or to some car
manufacturers’ announcement that autonomous vehicles will come onto the market
in 5–10 years (T10). Finally, in a view of their very personal opinions, we asked the
participants how they see their future in the taxi industry and whether they would
recommend the profession of taxi driver to their children.
All interviews were recorded, fully transcribed, and analyzed independently by
two people following a thematic analysis procedure based on (Braun and Clarke
2006). Thematic analysis is a method for identifying, analyzing and creating topics
from datasets (Boyatzis 1998), which is used to meaningfully summarize the key
aspects of a large amount of data. Thematic analysis highlights similarities and
differences between datasets. It also enables unforeseen new insights to be generated.
It is often used for the analysis of qualitative data and is ﬂexible because it is not
bound to any theoretical framework as e.g. structuration theory conversation analysis
is (Giddens 1984). For our analysis, we ﬁrst familiarized ourselves with the material.
As transcription of the interviews was divided up among the researchers, some
familiarization had already been achieved during the transcription, as well as through
close reading of the other transcribed interviews. In the next step, we started to code
the interviews using MAXQDA software. The interview scripts were coded by two
researchers independently. The coders regularly met to compare codes, to resolve
coding conﬂicts and to discuss new codes. For coding, we chose a deductive
semantic approach, meaning that coding emanated from the speciﬁc research questions that had already shaped the structure of the interviews. We knew, for example,
that we wanted to extract the advantages and disadvantages of taxi services, which
therefore had corresponding codes. Not only were passages coded that related to our
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speciﬁc interview questions, but so were interesting passages such as subordinate
clauses explaining other concerns. During the initial coding, we began to assign
topics and subtopics by making color mappings. Once we had systematically coded
the complete data set, we checked the pre-structured codes, searched for topics and
combined them into motifs. We then reorganized the code system by grouping the
codes into themes and subtopics before ﬁnally sorting the themes. In the next phase,
we checked whether the topics were consistent with the elaborated, coded passages
and the entire dataset. The coding system was then applied to all of the interviews and
iteratively reﬁned, extended and adapted as and when new interviews required it.
Finally, we selected meaningful examples of the most relevant topics, representing
the diversity and breadth of the interviews, prior to working up the analytic results in
text form as ﬁndings.
4. Findings
In the following we present the ﬁndings of our interview study structured according
to time: We start with what has happened in the past including how our participants
came to be taxi drivers and in how far technology has led to changes in existing work
practices so far (4.1). Following this we will outline how drivers react to present ITdriven innovations within their industry (4.2). Finally, we will present the drivers’
attitude towards future innovations – particularly SAVs – enriching their personal
opinions with examples of scenarios where human interactions might be relevant
(4.3).
4.1. General background and experiences of taxi drivers
The professional careers of the interviewed taxi drivers were very different from each
other. None of the participants chose the career of a taxi driver voluntarily when they
entered the job market. For eight respondents, taxi-driving was more of a sideline
during vocational training or retirement. Five taxi drivers made a conscious decision to
take up the profession of taxi driver, although they already had other permanent jobs at
that time. Nine of the interviewed taxi drivers started driving a taxi only as a temporary
solution and then stayed with it due to the lack of alternatives. They had either lost their
job, quit their jobs themselves, or had dropped out of their studies. Table 1 gives an
overview on the various reasons and backgrounds of our participants.
Fifteen of the respondents reported they had been working as taxi drivers for over
20 years. They described that both the competition and their clientele had changed
considerably in recent decades. Increased competition from the expansion of urban
public transport in terms of routes and destinations, and new mobility services such
as carsharing were seen as main drivers of this change. Customers allegedly changed
their habits, particularly in the context of the declining purchasing power of the
population and a decline in the urban pub and party culture, resulting in a lower
demand for (night) trips.
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Many of the taxi drivers’ work practices have already changed because of
technical progress. Nowadays, taxi companies use digital mobile systems to coordinate their ﬂeets and satellite navigation plays a huge role for the drivers. All surveyed
drivers had GPS systems and used them routinely via text or voice commands to plan
a ride. As a rule, drivers use the GPS as a supplement to their own local knowledge
and planning ability: they describe situations in which the systems were inferior to
their own knowledge and recommended longer distances than necessary. Drivers
mainly use GPS if they do not know the speciﬁed destination well, appreciating the
efﬁciency of these systems in such cases.
Regarding the organization of customer orders, technology has enabled taxi
drivers to work more autonomously, as described by T17:
‘We now have very many small companies that have only one taxi concession or a
maximum of two. And there is no point in having a dispatcher, that is the problem.
You need to get someone to do the coordination, who costs money, day and night,
then you have to rent an ofﬁce. (...) Since there are mobile phones – everybody
[taxi driver] has a mobile phone – with very few exceptions people can call you. In
former times it was just that the taxis were not available because the mobile
phones did not exist.’ (T17)
This respondent observed that taxi companies have become smaller in recent years,
and that it is very costly for a single company to have one position only for
coordinating the trips, for example to receive telephone calls from customers and
then distribute them to the drivers. Since the advent of mobile phones, customers
have been able to contact taxi drivers directly in their cars during their working hours
and request rides. This was not possible when the drivers could only be reached via
radio, so a dispatcher was needed.
Also, new GPS-based systems enable fully automated brokerage of taxi rides.
These systems allow taxi drivers to view the locations of other colleagues. This
results in a signiﬁcant improvement in taxi drivers’ trip planning, as our interviewees
reported: ‘you can log into the stopping places online. In the past, you were forced to
go there and stand at the back’ (T01). Another taxis driver explained what advantage
this change has for him in more detail:
‘Because in the past (…) if you were unlucky, there were already ten taxis there –
and you waited endlessly. At another stop there was none at the same time, there
you would have been needed. Well, and now you can see everything [points to the
app in the smartphone]: there are fewer, then I’m going there now, or here are so
many taxis.’ (T19)
T19, an experienced taxi entrepreneur, describes how uncoordinated the taxi business was without the digital tools that are common today. In addition to taxi orders
that were placed via the taxi dispatchers, they had to wait at stopping points or hope
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for being hailed directly by customers on the streets. Without digital systems to
provide awareness, drivers had to decide for themselves which waiting area would
offer the best chance of ﬁnding the next customer. They could rely to a certain extent
on their experience, but luck played an important role, especially as other drivers
positioned themselves based on similar preferences.
The taxi drivers were generally quite open-minded towards innovations such as ehailing apps like mytaxi – eight taxi drivers had already been using them and
expressed a positive opinion. Only four of them mentioned the negative consequences of increased digitization, especially regarding the reduced contact between
colleagues and taxi dispatchers (T01, T05, T06, T19). One of them expressed his
frustration with a declining sense of togetherness. He appreciated listening to his
colleagues over the radio, even when only small requests were involved:
‘The contact, that is regrettable. (...) Everything has advantages and disadvantages
(...). In the past this was just more pleasant with voice radio. One has heard where
things are going on. Ehm, you heard your colleagues. You could only shake your
head, why doesn’t he know the street? (...) That was easy, it was more communicative.’ (T06)
The respondent found it ‘more pleasant’ to be in contact with his colleagues because it
gave him the feeling of being able to get a better overview of the overall situation (‘where
things are going on”). His comment shows that communication via voice radio was not
only about efﬁcient coordination, but that the social aspect played an important role as it
was ‘more communicative”. T01 explains the aspect of social contact further: taxi drivers
traditionally used to meet at typical waiting points such as taxi ranks at train stations or
tram stops, while waiting for the next passengers or dispatch requests. As drivers are
increasingly using e-hailing apps, fewer drivers are to be found at the waiting points:
‘Nowadays, this social exchange does not take place at all anymore due to the
introduction of digital systems, and some of our colleagues can no longer be seen
for months. Unfortunately, everything has become anonymous.’ (T01)
T01 describes a growing anonymity because of e-hailing apps and expresses the
view that his colleagues are no longer as close as they used to be. He deplores this
aspect of digitization. Self-organization via the apps thus leads to a transition to a less
collegial work environment. T01 thus sees the danger that the drivers’ social
cohesion will diminish. However, other respondents did not bring up this topic.
4.2. Facing current innovations in the taxi industry
4.2.1. Usage of taxi apps
Eight out of 19 interview partners reported that they actively use an e-hailing app.
These participants were overly positive about their experience with them, primarily
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appreciating advantages that the app offers them as well as their customers compared
to using a classic taxi dispatch. Arguments about these beneﬁts included the view
that customers would value the additional service features such as tracking the
location of the ordered taxi, getting the estimated time of arrival, and paying the fare
by cashless payment. One respondent also mentioned the greater ﬁeld of his service
district as a beneﬁt for taxi drivers:
‘In the past, you could not take trips in Cologne or Düsseldorf [when coming from
Bonn]. Today I take a passenger to Cologne and get a new ride via my app. (…)
You can log in to the taxi stops online. In the old days, we were forced to go there
and get in line.’ (T01)
Regarding effects on their work, T01’s comment shows that using the apps offers
drivers the possibility of getting trips outside their core areas more easily. Regional
taxi dispatchers only broker trips in their core areas. If drivers leave those areas, they
are on their own. E-hailing apps help taxi drivers to ﬁnd customers at their current
location even when they are outside their normal service area. With luck, they can
thus avoid an empty return trip. However, in some German cities some e-hailing apps
have been prohibited from brokering trips to drivers who do not have a taxi
concession at the starting point of the trip.
T19 reported that he uses a taxi app because he gets additional customers through
it. His experience was that foreign customers especially prefer to place orders via the
app because they appreciate the easy access without having to place a call to a
German dispatch center, and because they can pay directly via the app. These
advantages lead T19 to accept the additional costs of order placements via the app.
Three drivers reported that they are no longer members of regional taxi dispatch
service. The commission-based costs of the app reduce the ﬁnancial risk to taxi
drivers, as costs are not incurred as ﬁxed monthly fees as in case of the dispatch
memberships, but only incur if drivers have actually undertaken trips. T10 told us
that his taxi dispatcher demanded a high fee of 800 Euros per month, putting him at
great risk if he should become ill or otherwise unable to work. Hence, he cancelled
the membership and now exclusively uses a taxi app to get orders or ﬁnd taxi stands
with high demand. Thus, the revenue-dependent costs make taxi apps an attractive
alternative to a membership of a taxi dispatch service, especially for occasional
drivers:
‘I’m a member [of a taxi app]. If I have to drive once a week, I use my cell phone.
I’m not a professional [fulltime] driver.’ (T02)
T02 is a retired driver with more than 20 years of experience who still occasionally
drives taxi to supplement his pension. He has a stock of loyal customers who still
contact him because of his cleanliness and reliability, he claimed, and he uses an app
to get additional orders. Using a taxi app as a complementary channel, he gets
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sufﬁcient customers without being a member of a regional taxi dispatch service. T14
highlights another advantage of the taxi app he uses:
‘Yes, of course, at mytaxi I have now... I’ve got over 250 regulars already. That
means that if these 250 people are in Cologne, or if they are halfway close to me
and order a taxi, I’m ﬁrst in line to get the order.’ (T14)
He describes how he beneﬁts from the fact that customers can deﬁne preferred
drivers within the app, and whose requests are assigned to him and not to other
colleagues when he is close to these customers. This customer retention helps him in
his independence. Further, T14 reports, he could ‘even forego his membership in the
regional taxi dispatch service today’ as he has these regular customers who book trips
via taxi apps. The reason he is still a member of the dispatch service is more out of
loyalty than necessity.
For T19, the membership with a taxi dispatcher has other beneﬁts. He also
appreciates the advantages of using the app, but he believes it makes sense to make
use of both the dispatcher and the app:
‘I think it is all about the right mix. What a lot of drivers do are patient trips.
Chemotherapy and whatever. And that all goes through the dispatcher, because
they also settle accounts with the health insurance companies and that can’t be
done through the app. Not yet. I’m not saying what’s in ﬁve years, we’re always
just talking about today. Otherwise, I’d have to settle accounts with every health
insurance company, write letters, I could really hire someone in the ofﬁce who
takes care of such things. And that’s all done by the dispatcher. Then I just give
my receipts and say here, and ten days later I have the money in my account.
Collected once a month—and that’s it. That's a big advantage.’ (T19)
T19 thus points to a special clientele which, according to him, cannot be coordinated
via taxi apps. He refers to patient trips which neither fall into the category of business
trips nor into the category of private trips. In Germany, health insurances pay for taxi
trips if it is medically necessary. This is for example the case when patients are at
home but need to go to chemotherapy, irradiation, dialysis, etc. He describes the
accounting of patient trips as an important activity, which would cause him a lot of
overhead work if he was doing it himself. Since the patient trips are not billed directly
to the patients, but to the health insurance companies of the patients, a higher
organizational workload arises compared with regular taxi rides. His expression ‘I
could really hire someone in the ofﬁce’ indicates how much work these billings can
actually cause. Thus, when it comes to trips with patient, the dispatchers take over the
time-consuming task of billing. The fact that the dispatcher is responsible for
invoicing the health insurance companies means that the drivers only have to ‘give
[the] receipts’ to the taxi dispatchers ‘once a month’. Interestingly, when T19
declares that these billings cannot be conducted via taxi apps nowadays, he adds
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‘Not yet. I’m not saying what happens in ﬁve years, we’re always just talking about
today’, showing he believes it is possible that the taxi apps will also map such
services in the future. These rather open-minded thoughts could probably stem from
his status of being a taxi entrepreneur with his taxi company having a more than
90 years tradition, who – as such – might probably be more concerned about the
future of the taxi industry than other employed taxi drivers.
So, the taxi drivers who make use of taxi apps in their daily business appreciate the
fact that they gain new customers through the app, that the costs are revenuedependent and not ﬁxed, and that they can build up a regular customer base through
the features of the app.
4.2.2. Reasons for resisting taxi apps
Eleven taxi drivers in our sample did not make use of e-hailing apps. Some drivers
deliberately decided against using such apps as an additional broker next to their
usual taxi dispatchers. These drivers have informed themselves about the taxi apps
and weighed advantages and disadvantages for their own business. They do not
consider the beneﬁts outlined above to be advantageous over the traditional way of
using a taxi dispatch service. This was usually explained by the fact that the drivers
could get trips via the taxi dispatcher free of commission (T05, T12).
‘Well, it’s a very clever, very sophisticated model. (...) However, for us it is a big
competition, so that’s what we have to say. Because the people here [taxi drivers
using taxi apps], they don’t understand, they’re now driving doubly. That’s the
seven percent for the mytaxi that they pay for. If they weren’t on mytaxi, they
would have had the trip with us [classical dispatcher].’ (T05)
T05 argues here that the journeys, which are requested via the app, would otherwise
have been requested via the dispatcher. Hence, drivers using the taxi apps pay both
the ﬁxed costs for the dispatcher, of which many are still a member, and the turnoverdependent costs of the taxi app. He believes that the costs of the app could be saved.
T11 is of the same opinion and considers ‘some of the drivers pretty […] stupid’ in
that they demand tariff increases on the one hand, but on the other hand willingly
accept apparently higher costs when using a taxi app. What they do not consider at all
is the opportunity of gaining new customers and additional requests, as some of the
other drivers have experienced, which might outweigh additional costs.
T17, who is self-employed, prefers to rely on his usual work routines as long as he
gets enough jobs without an app:
‘If nothing was going on at all, then I would also register with mytaxi. But if it
works without mytaxi, then gladly without mytaxi. That is my attitude. I also have
colleagues who use it a lot. Everybody must know that for himself. And you never
know if they will increase the fees, and then you stand there.’ (T17)
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He raises another point, namely the risk of being dependent on the app operators’
decisions, i.e. to raise the fees for the participating taxi drivers. As an entrepreneur
who is not a member of a regional taxi dispatcher but who gets his request via direct
telephone call or on the street, T17 is not dependent on any brokering institutions,
thus does not need to pay these institutions and there is no risk of rising costs caused
by these.
T06’decision not to make use of taxi apps is driven by a completely different
reason. While he generally likes some of the features of taxi apps, especially the
reputation system, his main concern regarding the use of taxi apps is the disclosure of
private data. But he seems to generally be sensitive when it comes do privacy, as he
refuses to use very widely used apps such as Facebook and WhatsApp.
Three other taxi drivers have not dealt with taxi apps yet as they leave such
decisions to their employers (T07, T16, T18). T18 explains this decision with his
employer being ‘loyal’ to the taxi dispatcher although his boss is struggling with the
decision to use taxi apps after all:
‘Yes, if things go on like this (...) he has to think about it. (...) But that hurts when
one [app operator] is sitting there earning money and you see, that’s your own
money going away, and you give it to him, and so far he [boss] has refused to do
that, hoping that it will get better, but it won’t get better.’ (T18)
His boss’s thoughts are driven by deteriorating business, and both see from their
colleagues that taxi apps can help getting more customers. Nevertheless, they so far
have a negative attitude towards the apps, as they only see that they have to pay costs,
while the app operators are ‘earning money”, apparently without doing much for it.
Further, they condemn the fact that taxi app operators use the existing infrastructure
of the taxi industry without participating in its maintenance (T05, T18) or they didn’t
like how taxi apps gave discounts to customers in the early days (T09), which led to
taxis with taxi apps being preferred to those without. This behavior of taxi app
operators seems to have triggered a negative attitude towards taxi apps that lasts.
T03 sees e-hailing apps as similar forms of internal competition in the same
category as Uber:
‘mytaxi and so on (...) Well, if I were a customer, I wouldn’t even get in with them.
Because they’re not insured at all. No exam of the local geography, so as I said,
that’s just moonlighting. (…) They’re not professional drivers – Uber and
mytaxi.’ (T03)
He is obviously not correctly informed about the business model of these apps and is
unaware that taxi apps only broker trips by licensed drivers. His decision not to use
such apps is therefore due to his limited information, affecting his judgement.
So, those taxi driver who do not use taxi apps, do so for different reasons. While
some just see additional costs but no additional revenue, others fear possible
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dependencies or refuse to use apps for privacy reasons. Some have not yet used taxi
apps, because they (or their employers) tend to stick to their normal routines. Further,
a negative attitude towards taxi apps in general seems to dispose drivers not to use the
apps.
4.2.3. Competition by transportation network companies
Due to the general ban on Uber, which was imposed on the German market very
quickly after its market launch, taxi drivers did not notice any effects on their own
business. One taxi driver had not even heard about Uber thus far (T07), while most of
the respondents reported a negative attitude towards this competitor. Their criticism
included assumptions that Uber would work ‘illegally’ (T10), drivers would ‘go
moonlighting’ (T11) and work without clear insurance cover for themselves and their
passengers. They argued that taxi drivers offered a far more reliable and safe service
due to the examinations which they must pass to be licensed.
‘I’ve only heard of it from hearsay. I don’t ﬁnd it correct that they [Uber] want to
get on the market here. Because you don’t know who you’re getting in the car
with, do you? We have to do driving tests, they don’t. We have to undergo our
exams every four years. And they don’t need to do anything.’ (T09)
Contrary to many studies that show the negative impact of Uber on the traditional
taxi industry, most taxi drivers interviewed do not consider business models such as
Uber as a threat to their own job. Most of the interviewees referred to the strict laws
and regulations prevailing in Germany.
‘I don’t think so, in Germany, because the laws are somewhat stricter here.’ (T04).
Others trust in bodies representing them such as their regional taxi dispatchers or the
nationwide taxi association who have already in the past put pressure on policy and
law makers.
‘The dispatchers will also resist against them [Uber], so that nothing will happen’.
(T09)
Those drivers were ﬁrmly convinced that these provisions will continue to apply in
the future and thus protect their profession.
Regarding the possibility that regulations might be weakened or dropped, one taxi
driver in particular argued that customers would remain loyal to taxis because of the
high quality of the service. At the same time, his expectation was that no matter how
the regulation was changed, Uber drivers and their vehicles would be subject to the
same rules as the taxi industry which would then be able to adapt and limit the
possibility for undercutting their services with cheaper prices.
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‘My regulars. There’s no one to ride with Uber. Certainly not. They know what
they get from me, what quality. [...] Then Uber drivers must of course also
compete under the same conditions. And if that should happen, I don’t have to
worry about my colleagues. If they have to do everything the way we do, and they
also have to pay tax, etc. Then it won’t be so cheap anymore.’ (T14)
Only one respondent, T06, feared that the regulation of the taxi industry in Germany
could be relaxed, opening the market for competitors such as Uber drivers. He hence
expects the competition to get harder and even more difﬁcult times for the classical
taxi industry to come.
4.3. Attitudes and expectations towards shared autonomous vehicles
4.3.1. Perceived impact on the transportation market
When asked about potential concerns regarding the possible introduction of autonomous cars into their business, most drivers did not feel threatened. Only ﬁve drivers
brought the topic of autonomous vehicles up on their own during the narrative
passages of the interviews (T04, T06, T08, T13, T19), before the interviewers
addressed it. These drivers mentioned different expectations regarding market penetration, the use of SAVs, and their impact on private car ownership, or the risks of
taxi drivers becoming obsolete.
Most of the respondents in our study (14) did not bring up the topic of autonomous
vehicles in the interviews on their own. While some taxi drivers regard the emergence of autonomous vehicles as a given (T04, T06, T08, T11, T19), most of the
respondents were generally skeptical about the feasibility of replacing drivers with
autonomous cars in the ﬁrst place. In their view, autonomous driving will have
hardly any impact on the taxi industry in particular. Their reasoning for this view was
an assumed lack of security and reliability, the expense of buying and maintaining
the cars, unsettled liability issues in damage situations, as well as the strict legislation
policies of Germany.
Older drivers especially did not usually feel threatened as much as younger
drivers, likely because autonomous cars were considered a topic of the future, and
most of the older drivers did not expect to experience this innovation in their work
life:
‘I’m very curious about electric cars and self-driving cars. I’m 60 now. That
means I may stay here for another three to four years. That means it’s not a terrible
thing for me when that happens.’ (T08)
Other taxi drivers (T02, T19) think that even with the spread of autonomous vehicles,
not all population groups will accept them, so they will not use them and will
continue to rely on traditional drivers.
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‘It’s gonna come. It’s already there, but in practice it’s difﬁcult. Not difﬁcult, but
people don’t trust.’ (T02)
They see a major hurdle in the fact that customers will not rely on self-driving
technology and would therefore not make use of such innovative services in the long
term. At the same time, taxi drivers describe different effects for the future scenario
with SAVs which would affect them to a greater or lesser extent. When it comes to
the question of what the taxi industry could look like in 10–20 years’ time, T06
predicts that the business model of SAVs could have a really fundamental impact on
the whole mobility sector:
‘I mean, we are at the gateway to autonomous driving where the driver will no
longer be necessary. And I can well imagine that if this works properly, then
basically there will only be taxis on the road. I mean, why would you want your
own car if it drives on its own anyway and you can’t or don’t have to drive it
yourself? And if you just walk through the city and somewhere on the corner there
is a [shared autonomous] vehicle and you know you can get in there and know the
prices and you know that it takes you from A to B.’ (T06)
He fundamentally questions the fact that in the age of autonomous vehicles and
SAVs, people still have any interest in owning their own car. He argues here with the
fact that it makes no difference whether one uses one’s own vehicle or a vehicle on
demand if one does not drive the vehicle in either of the two variants. Hence, he
expects that only taxis will be on the road – no more private vehicles. He paints a
picture of people who use SAVs spontaneously according to their needs, and expects
the future presence of autonomous cars on the roads to improve trafﬁc ﬂow and
reduce accidents, as he explained further:
‘The sooner and the more interlinked the vehicles are with each other, the faster
moving it’ll all be. And even if they can communicate with each other, there won’t
be accidents anymore.’ (T06)
The positive-minded taxi drivers generally expect positive effects from the emergence of autonomous vehicles. Regarding the taxi industry, they consider changes to
be a realistic possibility but agreed that the taxi industry will change in such a way as
to divide the market between traditional and driverless taxis.
‘Maybe... there are certain lines that go to the airport or something.’ (T03)
T03 can imagine that there will be taxis that will travel completely without a driver.
He does, however, qualify this and does not see this new variant of the taxi service
suitable for all trips. Rather, he considers there will be ﬁxed, standardized trips, such
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as to the airport, which will be carried out by driverless taxis. In this respect, this idea
corresponds to that of T04:
‘Parallel business to the taxi. Taxis, these classic taxis, I don’t think there will be
that many anymore. Of course, taxi will always exist because there are elderly
people, patients. You can’t do anything else. You must take a taxi.’ (T04)
In contrast to T03, T04 immediately gives reasons why there will not be exclusively
driverless taxis. He names elderly people or patients as two customer groups, who
will rely on taxis with a human driver also in the age of autonomous driving. He is
convinced these groups do not have a choice but opt for the taxi with a human driver.
This opinion might be shaped by the experiences he has gained with these customer
groups. He gives similar reasons as to why the taxi driver is needed, as presented in
4.3.2.
T11 expects autonomous taxis to compete less with traditional taxi drivers than
with the alternative driving services already available today, such as hired cars with
drivers, or shuttle buses. Those differ from taxis in that they can only accept planned
driving orders and not spontaneous orders, i.e. they are not allowed to serve
customers hailing taxis on the street or at taxi stops. He sees autonomous vehicles
as particularly interesting for the operators of such companies:
‘After all, the competition already exists. That will be the operators who, for
example, previously offered only airport transfers. There are also travel agencies
that offer this, or entire tour operators. Or companies that offer shuttle services
because they are remote and take their guests to the airport by company car. They
could say: We save the chauffeur and use an autonomous vehicle instead. That
would really pay off for them.’ (T11)
In summary, while some drivers question a successful implementation of SAVs due
to a lack of trust, others see great potential in autonomous driverless taxis in terms of
fewer accidents, an improved trafﬁc ﬂow and reduced personnel cost. They expect
that some routes and customers could be served with SAVs while they mention
speciﬁc customer groups they consider could not be served with SAVs. However,
most taxi drivers do not regard SAVs as a threat to their own person as they are in a
late phase of their career.
4.3.2. Limitations of SAVs regarding customers’ needs
While the previous section highlighted that taxi drivers expect certain trips and
services could be taken over by SAVs, they are sure that even in the age of
autonomous taxis they will still be needed by their customers. Their argumentation
is based on the customer structure of taxi services. T11 and other interviewees
mentioned speciﬁc services that they provide, which are requested by many of their
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customers. In the following, we will provide quotes that illustrate how frequent and
diverse these interactions and supports are:
‘I see the proportion of people in need of help and that is pretty substantial. That’s
why you call a taxi because you can’t drive yourself. If people could drive
themselves, they would also use an autonomous vehicle.’ (T11)
According to T11’s experience, there is a large proportion of customers who need
help with the transportation—because they could not be able to for example board
the vehicle on their own. T11 emphasizes that many customers request a taxi because
of additional services. For example, he points out that the actual trip also includes the
way e.g. from the apartment to the vehicle and from the vehicle to the destination,
e.g. the entrance area of a doctor’s surgery. Other drivers also argue that human
assistance will still be required for certain services which cannot be easily offered by
SAVs. As an example, several taxi drivers mentioned the needs of elderly people or
persons with physical disabilities which make up a signiﬁcant proportion of their
passengers and regular customers.
‘We have to go up sometimes, sixth ﬂoor. Need to help bring a patient or elderly
person down. There must be a taxi driver. Cannot be abolished completely.’ (T04)
These customers need support when walking and climbing stairs, and the drivers say
that they pick them up at their front door and accompany and support them all the
way to the car. The assistance ranges from helping to get in and out of the car, storing
bulky objects such as wheelchairs, walkers, or luggage for them in the vehicle or
running errands for their customers. T11 also explains he has customers who need
additional support:
‘I have regular customers who can’t do it alone. They can’t drive to the doctor
with an autonomous vehicle because they can’t get into a car on their own. They
don’t come down the stairs alone, they don’t get their shopping bags carried alone.
Nobody folds the walker when it is an autonomous vehicle. Yes, so there will
always be a segment where this support is present.’ (T11)
He also refers to activities that in his opinion autonomous vehicles would not be able
to conduct. However, this statement refers to a speciﬁc customer ‘segment”: of
people requiring assistance. T18 also sees some disadvantages in transporting this
clientele in need of help, as these orders require (‘incredibly”) more time to be spent
without any extra compensation for this time and service. Yet he explains, these
services are inseparably linked to the profession of taxi driver:
‘It takes an incredibly long time for them to come. You ring the bell, many have no
elevator, have to come down the stairs – you can understand it all, that’s, one day it
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happens to us too, we will also depend on others for help – they come with their
rollator, very heavy, so you take a little time, take them by the hand, take them to
the car, some also need help to fasten the seat belt. But that's just part of it.
Sometimes you have to have nerves for such things.’ (T18)
For this segment of customers, such situations where supportive services are
demanded occur regularly. More than that, the close interactions he mentioned
(‘takes them by the hand’when the situation demands it; fasten the seatbelt, etc.)
are not mere optional services, but central requirements for those customers. Like
T18, other taxi drivers are also very service-oriented. For them, it is a matter of
course that they take their customers’ wishes and needs into account. T19 runs a
third-generation taxi family business and attaches great importance to customer
satisfaction:
‘(…) taxi is a service business. Service means I open the door for the passenger, I
ask if I can help, and if there is a little old mother, it goes without saying that I
bring the bags at least to the front door. Or if we bring ladies home in the dark at
night, it goes without saying that I wait in front of the door. I wait until she is
through the door.’ (T19)
He also helps elderly people by bringing their bags to their front door without being
asked to. If he drives women home in the evening or at night, he waits until the
women have arrived safely in their apartment before he drives to his next customer.
He points out that some customers are particularly happy about this help and
attention and show their gratitude which is ‘reﬂected in the tip”. He emphasizes that
this service orientation is decreasing more and more with other colleagues.
Furthermore, taxi drivers also see communication as an important topic. Some
passengers cannot articulate themselves clearly, either because they do not speak the
language, or because they are permanently or temporarily disabled (e.g. because they
are drunk), which makes it difﬁcult for the taxi driver to ﬁnd out what the taxi
customer’s destination is. T01 reports on his experiences:
‘There are guests who can’t speak and only have a note that says where they want
to go.’ (T01)
Communication with customers also plays an important role in other respects: In
addition to knowledge of location and routes, customers also rely on the drivers’
knowledge of other infrastructure-related tips, such as restaurants or specialized
clinics and doctors:
‘Some people come: ‘I need a good doctor for this or that’, and then we know that
this clinic is specialized for that, and that clinic is specialized for that. The very fact
that you give the impression of giving information often makes them feel better.
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Or words of consolation, we sometimes drive mourners, or I don’t know. Even if
the content is completely irrelevant or just empty words, but if the passenger feels
good, that’s basically the goal. That he says: ‘Geez, taxi driving in Cologne – the
taxi driver was nice’.’ (T19)
T19 has the impression that what is said is not especially meaningful, but that ‘the
impression of giving information makes [the customers] feel better”. Rather, in some
situations it is more about the driver radiating competence or sometimes also acting
as an interlocutor, listener, or comforting person. T13 also sums up these functions as
follows: ‘[A] taxi driver is sometimes like a psychologist”. For T19, being there for
customers on an emotional level too, so that customers can pour out their hearts, is an
important part of the overall service. He wants his customers to leave the taxi in better
shape than they entered it. This is illustrated by T19’s the statement ‘if the passenger
feels good, that’s basically the goal”, making it clear again that one of his job goals is
to satisfy his customers.
Two taxi drivers do not use a taxi dispatch service or an e-hailing app but place
themselves in busy locations such as train stations and mainly serve walk-in customers (T16, T17). Although they also report on occasional trips in which they have
to help older passengers carry and stow their shopping and help them get in the car,
their clientele consists mainly of mobile, rather young passengers, often business
customers, who travel with little luggage and therefore do not need any additional
support and services. In this respect, they describe their regular trips as exactly those
that could simply be replaced by SAVs.
‘I guess the problem is a lot of people just look at the price. And if the car drives by
itself and is – so autonomous taxis will be considerably cheaper than taxis where
someone is sitting in it, that’s clear – maybe half the price. Yes, and the business
customers and the young people anyway. They will take their app and order the
thing and ... I don’t think taxi drivers will die out, there will be a lot less use, I
guess.’ (T17)
T17 thus describes his customers as being very price-sensitive, especially his
business and young customers, and as he expects autonomous taxis to be able to
offer their services much more cheaply than human-driven taxis. This will mean
substantially fewer taxi drivers will be needed in the future. Confronted with this
scenario, they see their future tasks primarily in vehicle maintenance such as cleaning
and reconditioning the vehicle for customers.
T09 thinks that SAVs may be able to replace traditional taxis, and she becomes
particularly concerned when she thinks of her young passengers:
‘They are all just texting and looking at their smartphones. There are no more nice
conversations. Then we won’t need a [human driven] taxi anymore. Do we?’
(T09)
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She describes the interaction with many young customers as minimal. Just like the
customers of T16, her customers often neither ask for support e.g. for stowing objects
is necessary, nor do they linger for conversations. As she is not using a taxi app, there
is still a verbal exchange to communicate the destination and to process the payment.
Thus, the taxi drivers agree that there will still be human drivers in the future, as
there remains a substantial proportion of their customers who are in need of
assistance. However, taxi drivers do consider the probability high that their rather
young, ﬁt and cost-sensitive customers will prefer SAVs in the future.
5. Discussion
Our study expands the discussion on the future of the gig economy in the mobility
sector by analyzing the perspective of taxi drivers on SAVs as well as on innovations
in the ﬁeld of transportation apps and associated services as a means to understand
better the effects of a future with SAVs on their working lives. Additionally, we
highlight the role of the speciﬁc local context for designing successful mobility
services as proposed by (Raval and Dourish 2016).
5.1. Adapted work practices today and in the future – comparing Germany to
Northern America, China and India
5.1.1. The impact of recent technological innovations on taxi drivers and industries
Even though Germany represents a speciﬁc case, with a stronger regulated market,
specially regarding the market entry of new business models, liberating technology
has taken its tolls. We can observe that the traditional German taxi industry is
developing towards a gig economy, while there still are some differences remaining.
We will elaborate on commonalities and differences and work out in how far the
attitude and reasonings of the German taxi driver differ from their international
colleagues.
Our ﬁndings indicate a growing mismatch between traditional service structures in
the German taxi industry (client, dispatcher, driver) and new informal practices that
are enabled by mobile tools. By directly connecting driver and customer, the need for
the customer to search for nearby taxis is redundant, thereby changing the way taxi
services operate, especially with regard to spontaneous trips. In the past, central
stopping places such as airports, train stations, bus stops or event locations were only
to be used by licensed taxi drivers in order to simplify this (analogue) search. So far,
these locations have represented a structural advantage for taxi drivers over competitors such as hired cars, as the drivers meet a high demand at these locations, and thus
are protected from these competitors. Yet, this structural advantage loses importance
due to the presence of e-hailing apps in Germany. Instead, it is more important for the
drivers to be available within the different apps to reach out to potential customers
regardless of location.
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The increased transparency afforded by e-hailing apps has led to a shift in power
from the dispatcher to the drivers themselves, allowing taxi drivers to operate more
independently since processes such as coordination, localization of passengers, and
payment can be carried out by themselves. Taxi drivers appreciate the fact that they
can acquire new customers and that they can be chosen as their customers’ regular
driver with the help of the app functions. The drivers consider the revenue-based
variable costs incurred when using the apps to be an important advantage over the
high ﬁxed costs incurred by the dispatcher in terms of their independence and
ﬂexibility.
The work of those drivers who now almost exclusively receive their driving orders
via a taxi app in particular is very similar to gig economy work in the Northern
America or Asian markets: they receive the driving orders – the gigs – via
smartphone and do not necessarily need to go to common taxi stands anymore.
Even so, the German taxi industry slightly differs from the gig economy as
observed i.e. in Northern America or UK in ﬁve essential aspects: First, even when
making use of e-hailing apps, German taxi companies are subject to a duty to operate
in order to ensure mobility at all times. Those working for Uber in Northern America
and India can ﬂexibly choose when and how much they work (Glöss et al., 2016;
Kashyap and Bhatia 2018; Ma et al., 2018; Peticca-Harris et al., 2020). Secondly,
German taxi drivers are subject to an obligation to carry and are not allowed to refuse
trips. This is different with gig drivers, who are basically free to either accept or
refuse orders. However, Uber driver in North America and Ola drivers in India feel a
pressure to carry, as they have to expect a negative evaluation or even account
deactivation when refusing trips (Lee et al., 2015; Ma et al., 2018). Many Chinese
taxi drivers have as a consequence installed bot apps that help drivers automatically
bypass the app’s rules and algorithms (Chen 2018b). Thirdly, Uber offers dynamic
pricing while the German taxi industry strictly applies tariff regulations. Further, gig
economy platforms do not regard their drivers as employees but as independent
contractors, whereas in the German taxi industry 86% of taxi companies have
employees to whom they pay a ﬁxed monthly salary (not just on a commission
basis) (Frentzen et al., 2018). And ﬁnally, so far, there remains a lively social
exchange between the taxi drivers, especially when waiting at taxi stands. In contrast
to what is usual in many gig economies, the contractors (taxi drivers) know each
other due to their regular proximity to each other at the stands.
The development of the adoption of e-hailing apps by German taxi drivers is most
comparable to the cases in India and China, where initially only traditional licensed
taxi drivers could offer their rides (Chen 2018b; Kashyap and Bhatia 2018). As with
some of the German taxi drivers, drivers from India and China reported that the
additional use of e-hailing apps helped them attract more customers, have fewer
empty trips, gain greater visibility into taxi stand occupancies and customer-intensive
hotspots, and have adopted the app in the ﬁrst place in response to the changing
landscape. Just like their Asian counterparts, most traditional taxi drivers use the app
as a supplement to their existing business.
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Those German taxi drivers who decided against continuing to be members of a
taxi dispatch service and now get their orders only through the app give similar
reasons and advantages as their colleagues from North America and India who
switched to Uber or started their transportation careers without prior experience with
transportaion services: They value having control and ﬂexibility over their schedule
(Peticca-Harris et al., 2020), and the freedoms of self-employment (Kashyap and
Bhatia 2018; Ma et al., 2018; McGregor et al., 2015). Some former taxi drivers see
Uber as having the great advantage of removing the ﬁnancial burden of the high
monthly fees that come with the traditional taxi business (Peticca-Harris et al., 2020).
This bears a resemblance to the reasoning of some German taxi drivers, who have
terminated their membership with a taxi dispatcher in order to save on the ﬁxed
monthly costs, and who also see the advantage of revenue-based costs when it comes
to e-hailing apps.
Similar to some of the German taxi drivers who are rather critical of e-hailing
apps, drivers from India argue that by opening the e-hailing apps to private drivers,
others now get the rides that the traditional taxi driver would otherwise have obtained
(Ahmed et al., 2016). Similarly, Chinese drivers felt betrayed by the app operator
when it opened the app to private drivers as well, after a large proportion of
traditional taxi drivers had registered and customers had become accustomed to
use e-hailing apps (Chen 2018b). This also reﬂects the displeasure of Chinese taxi
drivers, who opined that the app operator has led them into a kind of dependency –
similar reservations were also expressed by some taxi drivers in our study.
Another reason for rejection among German taxi drivers was a generally negative
attitude toward the business model of the app operators. Similar attitudes were shown
by Uber drivers from California, who criticized the fact that Uber as a company uses
the existing infrastructure without investing in it themselves (Glöss et al., 2016).
In terms of revenue, some German taxi drivers expressed the view that, because
they did not expect additional income from using e-hailing apps, there was no reason
to use them. The study on e-hailing in China showed that taxi drivers’ income did in
fact decrease after adopting the e-hailing app Didi (Chen 2018b). Rejectionist
arguments, especially among older taxi drivers, were similar in Germany and India
in that drivers criticized technology use as a prerequisite for e-hailing use, especially
reliance on GPS navigation – which, from the taxi drivers’ perspective, speaks to the
inexperience and professional inferiority of their app-using colleagues (Kashyap and
Bhatia 2018).
Unlike TNC drivers, especially in North America (Anderson 2016; Glöss et al.,
2016; Marquis et al., 2018; Raval and Dourish 2016), the rating systems of the ehailing apps do not seem to put German drivers under pressure. The topic of ratings
hardly played a role in our interviews (but was also not pushed on the part of the
interviewers), unlike studies with Uber drivers which show the great pressure drivers
feel due to customer ratings (Anderson 2016; Chan 2019; Glöss et al., 2016; Raval
and Dourish 2016).
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A signiﬁcant difference can also be seen in the change of working conditions due
to the introduction of e-hailing apps in a more regulated market like Germany, in
contrast to a scarcely regulated market like the auto-rickshaw market in India. While
in Germany the ﬂexibility and autonomy of taxi dispatchers increased through the
use of taxi apps, the Ola app has seemingly changed existing practices and consequently limited the ﬂexibility and autonomy of auto-rickshaw drivers (Ahmed et al.,
2016).
To summarize, the views of German taxi drivers with regard to e-hailing apps are
similar to those of traditional taxi drivers in other countries who prevented TNCs
from entering the market by strictly regulating their entry. Taxi drivers from countries where the barriers to entry for competitors such as Uber were lower, such as in
North America and the UK, not only recognized these TNCs as a threat, but have
already experienced the impact on demand for their services and engaged with and in
some cases adopted the new competing apps in response. The fact that German taxi
drivers hardly see the potential competition from TNCs such as Uber as a threat
might be due to the fact that Germany’s state protection of the taxi industry has so far
averted this threat. Taxi drivers in Germany have not yet had the need to deal with
this competition unlike taxi drivers in North America or India, for example, have.
Their attitudes may be more rosy as a result, which poses a risk in that they may not
be well prepared for the competition should legislation in Germany no longer prevent
TNCs.
As an additional result, we can observe these changes affecting the role of taxi
dispatchers in Germany: Acting as an intermediary, bringing together demand and
supply in a bundled way, was classically one of the most important functions of taxi
dispatchers. Yet, this intermediary role is exactly the kind of function that is suitable
for replacement by e-hailing apps and has also informed the development of apps in
the taxi industry (Dawes 2016). However, the tasks of taxi dispatchers go far beyond
simply arranging trips: they take over negotiations with health insurance companies,
accounting for patient trips and advance the driver’s travel expenses, which gives
those drivers a liquidity advantage, as e.g. T19 mentioned. In addition, they deal with
municipalities and authorities when it comes to organizing major events and coordinating the overall use of taxis if individual taxi drivers or taxi operators do not offer
their services around the clock. Such representative tasks are clearly less prominent
in the gig economy (Friedman 2014; Minter 2017) making it hard for i.e. Uber
drivers to unite (Alkhatib et al., 2017).
5.1.2. Taxi drivers’ anticipated impact of autonomous vehicles on their profession
With a view to the further development of the gig economy, the inﬂuence of
automation is controversial. Many experts and scientists make the claim that taxi
drivers are no longer needed in the age of autonomous vehicles (Alessandrini et al.,
2015; Chou 2017; Madrigal 2018; Walker and Marchau 2017). This argument has,
as yet, few detractors. So far, a deeper and more nuanced examination and discussion
about the role of taxi drivers in the age of autonomous cars is lacking. Few of the
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existing studies, if any, address the impact of autonomous driving on the driver’s
profession.
These experts consider taxi trips to be work that could be automated particularly
well, since they are often commoditized and not particularly differentiated (Lieber
and Puente 2016). However, our participants strongly argue against this description
of their profession. In fact, the taxi drivers reported varied personal experiences from
their everyday professional life, demonstrating in what respect they consider the
human driver to be indispensable. They describe different situations that occur
regularly, in which they need to interact closely with their customers – not only in
terms of communication and service but also physically. Social competence and
service orientation play a decisive role in this context. The views of taxi drivers
provide a subtle rejoinder to those studies which argue that the profession of taxi
drivers will become obsolete (Walker and Marchau 2017).
Our drivers highlight that their profession will rather transform with regard to its
core focus and work practice. Although many studies predict that demand could be
met by fewer and therefore more efﬁcient SAVs in the future (Bond 2014; Lewis and
MacKenzie 2017; Sun et al., 2017), and although many taxi drivers consider SAVs to
be generally feasible, they are convinced that their jobs will not be replaced by
automation. The respondents expressed the opinion that their job would entail more
than the driving itself, highlighting other aspects such as the trust of their clients as
well as the provision of additional services accompanying the transportation that
SAVs and to certain extent even existing TNCs would not be able to provide
(Brereton et al., 2009; Meurer et al., 2014; Ozenc et al., 2011). In fact, they described
to be largely dealing with a loyal clientele, which regularly requests a service from
taxi drivers that goes beyond transport from A to B. As those customers speciﬁcally
appreciate the physical assistance and social contact, our drivers expected them to be
reluctant to change the mode of transportation.
While previous studies from the US have already identiﬁed the importance of the
aforementioned social connection between driver and passenger (Anderson 2016;
Chan 2019; Kameswaran et al., 2018; Raval and Dourish 2016), and emphasized the
importance of emotional labor (Glöss et al., 2016; Marquis et al., 2018; Raval and
Dourish 2016), our study highlights how this emotional labor extends to additional,
not-transport-related tasks that are required when dealing with certain customer
groups, e.g. with physical or age-related impairments which leave those people
unable to physically perform certain activities. Talking to traditional taxi drivers
whose clientele differs signiﬁcantly from that of TNCs led us to understand this
important difference and the need for additional services to inform the design of new
tools and services in the taxi market following the emergence of the envisioned
SAVs. So far, special needs have not yet been discussed in recent studies regarding
SAVs. For example (Kim et al., 2019), conducted a Wizard of Oz study in Korea and
have drawn up the customer journey of a taxi customer in detail. They identiﬁed
which touch points should be considered in the transition to autonomous taxis.
However, their customer journey did not cover supportive services as outlined by
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our taxi drivers. As our investigation shows, these are important aspects to consider
in the design of SAVs and supportive service models.
It is possible that, in the long term, the so far loyal clientele could be replaced by a
cohort that is more open and used to self-service models such as SAVs (Krueger
et al., 2016). The effect of an ageing population remains an open question. Based on
our ﬁndings regarding these uncertainties, we argue that it is likely that the taxi
business will be differentiated into a personal-service infrastructure and a self-service
infrastructure (Walker and Marchau 2017), as i.e. T04 suggested or T11 described
implicitly. Consequently, future design research should consider both forms.
The personal-service infrastructure would then address special target groups and
cover trips such as patient trips or trips where the passenger requires special
individual support or physical assistance, e. g., if he or she is carrying luggage, or
if he or she needs help with getting in and out of the vehicle or if social interaction
plays a special role. This part of the taxi industry requires a very close interaction
between passenger and taxi driver, ﬂexible support as well as social skills, as i.e. T05
or T18 have pointed out (section 4.3.2). In this segment of the population, taxi drivers
might continue to play a role. However, the activity of driving will become less and
less important, while at the same time the demands for customer and service
orientation will continue to rise – also against the background of ageing societies.
Thus, based on the data we gathered, it is reasonable to expect a change in task
priorities within the taxi industry, such that assistive and social functions will make
the former taxi driver into a taxi trip attendant or trip steward. Of course it is arguably
the case that this shift in function might require new forms of professional training.
This kind of change in working practices will certainly only be of interest to taxi
drivers who already enjoy the social part of their work and who have a strong service
orientation, such as T19. Those drivers, who like their job mainly because of the
driving task, might not be satisﬁed with this kind of change. In the argumentation of
the taxi drivers regarding their right to exist, it is very interesting that they always
equate the role of the assistant with the role of the driver. Nowadays, of course, these
two roles are inseparable.
The self-service infrastructure, on the other hand, is particularly suitable for trips
that can be standardized and carried out without fulﬁlling special requirements, and
whenever lower prices or special circumstances (such as trips between remote
locations that are not well serviced by classic means of transportation) make such
offers more viable (Litman 2017). For instance, T09 has outlined how little importance young customers attach to interaction or communication with taxi drivers, and
T17 has described how business customers and young costumers in particular act
very autonomously and even today make very little use of supplementary taxi driver
services such as helping with luggage. No human driver will be needed for the
execution of these journeys. Analogous to the user groups of taxi apps and TNC
apps, one can assume that the target group for these trips will probably consist of
rather young, pragmatically thinking, digitally afﬁne and mobile users who need no
additional service (just as T17 predicts).
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Trying to forecast the market shares of the two services is certainly difﬁcult and of
course highly speculative. The current ﬁgures for taxi journeys (section 2.1) can only
provide an indication. In particular, journeys for medical reasons (12%) are among
the journeys that are likely to require human assistance. In addition, the journeys in
which goods and objects are transported (2%) and minor parts of the remaining
journeys in which passengers wish to be assisted by a human driver may also be
counted. That leaves the conclusion that in the age of AVs, only a small fraction of
today’s workforce would be needed to accompany passengers.
For those drivers who are less engaged in the social aspect of their work, other
professions could emerge. Their future role could for example focus on car care and
maintenance. This could be interesting for those drivers who generally like to work
with cars and are more interested in the technical part of the job. For some selfemployed drivers, it might be particularly interesting to coordinate their own ﬂeet of
SAVs and take more care of the business aspects of taxi driving, including billing,
valeting and marketing. One could argue that this would be in line with the
previously seen extension of autonomy (and liberation from dispatchers) provided
by e-hailing apps. For other drivers, it might be appropriate to work as a teleoperator.
A teleoperator is a person who remotely controls one or several (semi-)automated
vehicles (Neumeier et al., 2018). Currently, the potential of teleoperating (semi)automated vehicles is being tested with regard to its technological feasability
(Hosseini and Lienkamp 2016; Neumeier et al., 2019; Shen et al. 2016). In the
transitional phase especially, SAVs will need remote control in case of trafﬁc jams or
blockages, road works or occasional interruptions such as festivals and sporting
events. Such problems, in the urban context, are unlikely to go away. Drivers could
deploy existing knowledge of alternative routes or shortcuts to resolve problematic
scenarios of this kind.
5.2. Comparing how context shapes taxi drivers’ practices, beliefs, rationale and
outlook onto the future of their profession
It is noteworthy how few taxi drivers regard an internationally successful business
model such as Uber as a threat (i.e. P06, P09, P14). Taxi drivers refer to the
protectivist and regulated system in Germany on the one hand, but observe a shift
to less regulated work practices as well. We draw the conclusion that the legal, social
and cultural context not only shaped the beliefs and rationales of the taxi drivers but
that such constraints also matter for the success of a business model and/or technological disruption.
5.2.1. Legal and economic context
In contrast to TNCs, the example of regulation-compliant e-hailing apps such as
mytaxi show how the socio-cultural conditions in a country can be successfully dealt
with. Mytaxi, one of the market-leading taxi apps in Europe, is an application that
nowadays offers the same functional concept as Uber concerning the matching of
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driver and passenger, live tracking and interaction with the driver, payment, reviews,
etc. In contrast to Uber, however, the app has taken the regulatory framework as well
as prevailing rules, values and practices into account and successfully integrated it
into their business model. As a result, in Germany, taxi drivers gain ﬂexibility and
autonomy from the use of legal taxi apps with none of the costs reported elsewhere.
Taxi drivers, as we have seen, are able to reduce their dependence on regional
dispatching through their use of the apps. This is in stark contrast to markets with
little or no regulation, such as India, where the Ola app has changed existing practices
and consequently limited the ﬂexibility and autonomy of auto-rickshaw drivers
(Zade and O’Neill 2016). Thus, while taxi apps enable drivers in highly regulated
countries, they have a restrictive effect in less regulated markets.
The failure of Uber in connection with the simultaneous success of mytaxi, which
promotes similar work practices but takes into account existing legal and power
structures, suggests a more contextualized or staged introduction of technology even
when it comes to potentially disruptive innovations. Studies on the adoption of new
mobility services such as Uber have so far been strongly inﬂuenced by an AngloAmerican perspective (Kasera et al., 2016), but have hardly reﬂected the socioeconomical context in which those innovations have been implemented.
5.2.2. Social and cultural context
In the case of Uber in Northern America, the situation could be characterized as
entailing a liberal market economy, which allows new companies to enter and
operate in (thus far) largely unregulated markets. While strict regulations apply
regarding the number of concessions and the suitability of potential taxi drivers,
competing services such as Lyft or Uber can access the market and operate legally in
the USA, as can Ola in India and Didi in China respectively. In this respect, it is not
just regulation but also a question of representation and organization. In Germany,
trade unions play a major role, representing the taxi driver community and negotiating with policy makers when there are changes in the market. Thus, German unions
and interest groups repeatedly lodged complaints against different TNC thereby
putting pressure on the European Court of Justice to reach a decision. As a result,
UberPop’s service with private drivers was deﬁned as a transport service and thus
equated with taxi services along with its other divisions, UberX and UberBlack. The
result of Uber’s non-compliance is a renewed ban on the ride brokerage in Germany.
In our case, the strong employee protection that is embedded in the German labor
market, successfully prevented new TNCs from taking hold in Germany. As a
consequence, drivers such as T01, T04 and T09 indicated, they feel nurtured and
protected by German laws, unions and dispatch services.
Social factors are of particular relevance for the successful implementation of a
business model as well. As the taxi drivers have reported, their clientele is characterized by regular customers and also by those customers who not only need social
interaction but also physical support to complete the taxi ride. The latter customers in
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particular do not seem to belong to the clientele of TNC apps and e-hailing apps, and
their needs have seldom been reﬂected in previous studies on the gig economy.
Regarding mobility services based on SAVs, then, it is crucial for such service
infrastructure to be embedded in the respective country-speciﬁc regulatory framework and services aligned with the interest of affected stakeholders. As the regulatory
framework sets out who can be the operator of such an SAV ﬂeet, taxi drivers or
dispatchers may be the ones who will be (legally) responsible for managing SAVﬂeets, further shifting their role. On the other hand, there might also be a free,
unregulated market in which everyone can operate his or her own SAV (Martinez
and Viegas 2017).
6. Implications for design
From the conversations with taxi drivers we learned that the profession has evolved
and consists of more than just driving. The job also encompasses logistical as well as
communicative tasks and often enough requires empathy and other social skills.
Those supplementary services are unlikely to be replaced by technology as they are
situated, customer-speciﬁc and in continuous ﬂux. For exactly that reason, these
supplementary services could provide new business opportunities for taxi drivers
even when SAVs become fully available. On the other hand, there is a speciﬁc
proportion of rides where the utilitarian aspect of getting from A to B matters most.
At this point it is important to highlight that from the taxi drivers’ perspective the
adoption of technology in the German taxi industry has streamlined coordination
tasks and made ﬁnding customers or drivers for both parties respectively more
ﬂexible. Yet, by doing so, the social and supplementary services provided by drivers
have gotten out of the picture and led to interactions between driver and passenger
but also the interactions between drivers being reduced.
In summary, regarding the design of future mobility services, we suggest considering these two aspects: (1) Design for utilitarian interaction with SAVs and (2)
Design for supportive services and social exchange.
6.1. Design for utilitarian interaction with autonomous vehicles
If we consider the following insights, (1.) that all organizational activities such as
ordering, destination determination, and payment can be handled through an app, (2.)
that there is a segment of passengers that does not require supportive services or other
interactions with the driver, and (3.) that in the future vehicles may be able to operate
automatically, we conclude that this particular segment of passengers can probably
be well served by SAVs in a self-service infrastructure. As Meurer et al. (2020) point
out, however, there are some other unresolved issues, including the suitability of
pick-up and drop-off points. Here, the design of utilitarian SAV services may focus
on positive usability and a good user experience for the passenger while
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autonomously using an SAV as analyzed in various studies (Fagnant et al., 2015;
Stevens et al., 2019).
This is quite different to a future in which SAVs will replace all taxi drivers and
trips – even those trips with passengers that nowadays need assistance. This is not a
scenario we consider realistic after talking to drivers, but it is the scenario assumed in
the majority of previous studies (see Kim et al., 2019; Stevens et al., 2019; Fagnant
et al., 2015; Krueger et al., 2016). High demands, given the nuances of market
segmentation, will be placed on the design of SAVs. SAVs will not only have to
support the standardized self-service trips, as i.e. recently worked out by Kim et al.
(2019), but also attention will have to be paid to the value-added services. Communication must be possible exclusively via the vehicle and its technology. Although
data concerning passenger needs can, in principle, be easily transmitted to the SAV,
one cannot assume that all relevant data will be. Passengers change their minds, and
sometimes have little knowledge of their destination such as a precise address.
Currently, as soon as the passenger has entered the vehicle, there is usually a verbal
exchange and further information can be given. T01 reported experiences with
passengers who used notes to communicate their destination because they could
not communicate in any other way. For those people who fail to articulate all relevant
matters before the journey starts, the system will need to incorporate ﬂexible and
dynamic communication methods, such as voice commands and touch displays
(Brewer and Kameswaran 2018).
To make the taxi driver completely redundant, additional logistical services that
the drivers would otherwise have taken over would have to be able to be carried out
automatically by the vehicles. This requires, for example, support to load and unload
the vehicle (e.g. shopping baskets and trolleys) or to assist passengers getting in and
out of the vehicle. These possibilities could be realized by ramps or chairlifts. In
addition, SAVs would also have to offer the possibility of automatic seatbelt
fastening and securing of passengers in order to serve the needy customer clientele
described by taxi drivers. However, where the assistance concentrates on activities
outside the vehicle (e.g. help with walking stairs), we assume that the technology will
reach its limits when trying to replace these kind of services.
As long as technology cannot map these value-added services, we believe the
profession of taxi driver will continue to exist, and below we outline how SAV
services including supportive services and social exchange could be designed.
6.2. Design for supportive services and social exchange
While decreasing interaction and communication is accepted by younger customers
for standard trips and resembles themes known from other areas of the gig economy
(Pakusch et al., 2020), our interviewees emphasized the crucial nature of supplementary services for speciﬁc situations or individual needs. Taking the taxi drivers’
arguments seriously, new transportation service applications could further focus on
extending the services provided by taxi drivers, moving the focus away from the
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organization of routes and trips to include further service offers that are tailored to
special needs. As literature (2.1) and empirical data have shown, taxi trips can be
classiﬁed according to types of people or trip purposes. New apps could support such
a distinction by client and by driving purpose (Carmien et al., 2005; Stein et al.,
2017). If the application passes on the type of customer, whether he or she is mobile,
physically or communicatively restricted, or ill, the taxi driver can prepare his
services accordingly and adapt them for his or her next customer.
At present, patient trips or trips with passengers that are restricted in their mobility
are among those that cannot be automatically coordinated and executed with the
currently available technologies and applications. Patient trips still offer room for
design, particularly regarding the tasks that are currently provided by the dispatchers.
Patient trips could, for example, be coordinated and billed directly between the health
insurance company, hospital, customer, and driver via an ICT enabled application. If
the patient passes on special requirements via the application, the taxi driver can
equip the vehicle accordingly before starting the journey; perhaps adjusting the seats
or the temperature in the vehicle.
If the application supports the transmission of the journey purpose, the driver can
offer his customers special experiences and thus increase his customer loyalty. If a
customer, for instance, orders a taxi for a trip to a party, the number of people or
requests for food and drinks could be transmitted via an app. The driver can then
equip his vehicle with snacks or sparkling wine, for example, in order to generate
additional income.
Our study showed that drivers have already started to shift their core tasks and take
over new responsibilities, thereby slowly advancing the mobility services by providing a better experience to the passenger. Even though the introduction of taxi apps
had smaller effects in Germany than in other countries, a change in the work culture
was clearly articulated.
Many of these services, such as equipping the vehicle with snacks, adjusting the
seats or regulating the temperature, could undoubtedly also be performed automatically by SAVs. It is possible, however, that for some customers it may be a kind of
luxury to have a human companion while driving, or that companies may offer their
customers the special service of a human attendant, as is the case with elevators in
hotels, for example.
6.3. Enriching design through workers participation
Taking a step back, what our study also shows is that there are opportunities for
CSCW and HCI research to have a positive impact even on technologically-driven
innovations such as SAVs. As our research shows, giving drivers a voice can open up
interesting implications for the design of better workplaces or a more socially
responsible and proactive development of jobs. In this sense, we follow the tradition
of participatory European CSCW research promoting the development of technologies and work processes that enhance workplace democracy (Harmon and Silberman
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2019). Without the involvement of taxi drivers, important aspects of taxi services are
not considered at all and not-needing-a-driver-anymore is assumed as a given, as
previous studies on the service design of SAVs have shown (Kim et al., 2019;
Stevens et al., 2019). As a consequence, these studies disregarded the fate of the taxi
drivers, and those of the vulnerable group of people with restricted mobility, missing
important opportunities for service design and future research.
The ﬁndings of our study can be interpreted in different ways. On the positive side,
it shows that even with advances in automation, the need for having human workers
does not necessarily go away. New tasks and even new job deﬁnitions may evolve.
On the negative side, there is the risk that the profession will change in a direction
that will not satisfy the taxis anymore. Whether drivers will be willing or able to
redeﬁne their roles remains unknown. Opportunities exist for work such as car
maintenance, coordinating SAV ﬂeets, etc., but we cannot say how this will affect
their level of autonomy and work satisfaction. As with other gig economy jobs, the
question is who beneﬁts and remains in control of the work: the taxi drivers, or a
platform service provider.
As researchers, we cannot prevent the loss of a large number of jobs or the
development of their profession in a direction that may no longer satisfy them. There
even is a risk, that involving taxi drivers in the analysis and design of new technologies and services can contribute to their jobs becoming obsolete even faster. By
including the taxi drivers themselves in the analysis of their activities, we reveal
unique selling points elating to innovation considered as a socio-technical matter –
for example, for passengers with particular needs, or in respect of journeys with
unusual characteristics. However, giving taxi drivers a voice in the design of new
mobility services offers the opportunity for shaping said systems in a way that is
more positive for those involved, asking questions about how automation can be
done in a way that at least recognizes ﬂexible pathways. Involving taxi drivers in the
research and design of SAVs may help them to proactively identify their role in the
future and to shape the changes in their profession that are on the way. We cannot, of
course, guarantee their future but we can empower them to reﬂect upon and possibly
embrace new possibilities. When planning and conducting co-design studies of this
kind, we as researchers have an obligation to consider the design of these workshops
not only with a view to immediate, tangible returns but also with regard to possible
long-term beneﬁts to the participating drivers. Certainly, future workshops of this
kind could involve an explicit orientation to the long-term.
Our insights provide a wide scope for further studies: (How) can taxi drivers be
part of the service design of either “self-service” or “personal-service” infrastructures? How would taxi drivers feel about their work being focused on speciﬁc
activity, for example, being a kind of mobile care service in the future? What are
the impacts on the service when there are no people, and does this really matter? And
what are the social elements of this type of work, and how can it be supported in a
positive way for workers? And if thus changes are implemented, how can we make
sure that new types of work provide the same level of satisfaction, or at least preserve
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the autonomy of the people that are most affected by this type of change? Answering
these questions is out of scope for our study, but we think that our ﬁndings provide
ample insights into opportunities for future research, and thus provides ﬁrst steps
towards the design of a more positive future of mobility.
7. Limitations and future research
The selection of study participants is certainly a limiting factor that determines the
generalizability of the results. However, we have tried to select taxi drivers in such a
way that they well represent the diversity and composition of taxi drivers in
Germany. Contextual qualitative work can contribute in signiﬁcant ways in HCI,
even when grounded in a particular context as it is the case with the study at hand.
Further, the region and circumstances addressed in this study are comparable to other
metropolitan areas across Europe which make our ﬁndings transferable to some
extent. However, it would be enriching to conduct a subsequent quantitative study,
that would involve participants with more geographic diversity, and to contrast it
with the study at hand.
Another limitation is how we tackled the topic of autonomous driving in this
study. As we at most provided general information about autonomous driving, pilot
projects, or market introduction announcements during the qualitative interviews, the
answers of the participants refer very much to their limited knowledge and imagination. Basically, the question of the threat of autonomous driving serves here as a
motivation to talk about why or why not autonomous driving is a danger to their
profession. From our point of view, it is not absolutely necessary for the participants
to have a detailed picture of the technical possibilities of autonomous driving in order
to talk about how they as a human being are advantageous to a robot. Nevertheless,
this methodological aspect must of course be taken into account when reviewing the
results.
In view of the narrow focus of our study and the speciﬁc framework conditions,
we wish future research to conduct contrasting studies with additional drivers. While
there are already many contrasting studies with drivers with respect to TNCs (section
2.3), there is a lack of studies with TNC drivers or traditional taxi drivers concerning
their attitude towards SAVs. It would thus be particularly interesting to include
drivers from countries where business models like Uber are already working very
successfully. From them one might be able to learn whether and how they position
themselves, or what assistance they offer to passengers. In addition to this, further
research into speciﬁc stakeholders will be needed to get a more detailed picture. For
instance, by including other professional taxi drivers, or assistance drivers, we could
enrich the picture that we have drawn in this article. As we have also worked out,
dispatchers are particularly affected by recent IT-driven changes. It is of particular
interest to investigate the future role of dispatchers within the taxi industry and what
their stance on SAVs might be. Analyzing their tasks and working practices could as
well inform the design of future applications and business models. Further, we have
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now discussed the perspective of professional taxi drivers and the risk of them
becoming obsolete in the age of AVs. However, it will for sure be the customers
who will decide between human-driven taxi or automated taxi in the end. Thus,
including taxi customers into the analysis is necessary. While many studies have
researched taxi und TNC customers in HCI, they have as well not yet discussed the
customers preferences in the light of autonomous driving. Investigating customers
should thereby cover the range of taxi customers including business customers,
healthy customers, but also those with special needs such as patients or elderly
(Stein et al., 2017) and possibly also other service providers such as from the ﬁeld of
care giving. This is in line with recent calls to practice-based research (Wulf et al.,
2015) towards a more open, ethically, socially and legally circumspect design
practice, which has recently been suggested in other domains and would also be
important to consider in the design research on automation in mobility (Liegl et al.,
2016).
8. Conclusion
The gig economy is disrupting the traditional taxi industry worldwide (Borowiak
2019). Undifferentiated and commoditized kinds of work are most likely to be
automated over time, and maybe performed by automated vehicles as some experts
predict (Lieber and Puente 2016). Simulations of SAV ﬂeets have shown that the
profession of taxi driver could become obsolete in the future (Burghout et al., 2015;
Burns 2013; Fagnant et al., 2015; Martinez and Viegas 2017; Spieser et al., 2014).
The aim of our study was to shed light on the perceptions of taxi drivers towards
future forms of mobility such as SAVs to extend the discussion on the future of the
gig economy and to whether the work of taxi driver really becomes obsolete with the
advent of autonomous vehicles or how it might adapt in response. For doing so, we
interviewed taxi drivers who have so far been underrepresented in the ongoing
discourse and who have not actively been involved in research of such innovations
in the area of novel mobility concepts – specially in the discussion about SAVs.
Since taxi drivers cannot base their views on actual observations, as SAVs are not yet
ready for the market, we have expanded the discussion to include the inﬂuence of
current innovations in the area of mobility apps and services on the drivers’ job to
approach the topic of the impact of emerging technologies from several perspectives.
Results show that the drivers are already redeﬁning their relationships with
regional taxi dispatchers and having their relationships with other redeﬁned for them.
E-hailing apps enable them to plan and manage their own travel services. Changes in
population proﬁles are impacting on their interactional work. With their common
functions (searching, booking, tracking, communicating, paying, rating) current taxi
apps support the standard trips from A to B. However, the less common, sometimes
unpredictable and speciﬁcally situated nature of both passenger and journey proﬁles
imply opportunities around support of social and physical interaction between taxis
drivers and passengers in this area.
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Thus, it seems reasonable that special trips including additional supportive services that go beyond pure transportation have not been, and may not be the core
focus in the design of SAV services in the near future. In this respect, our study has
shown how important it is to consider taxi drivers in the co-design of future taxis and
SAV services precisely to take account of the special circumstances that still
intervene in the lives of drivers and passengers. Unlike a number of previous studies
(Alessandrini et al., 2015; Chou 2017; Madrigal 2018; Walker and Marchau 2017)
we do not feel the taxi driver is going away any time soon, although the work may
become more of a niche. Consequently, a division of the market between manned
autonomous taxis serving a service-oriented infrastructure and driverless taxis that
are aimed at customers that prefer a self-service infrastructure can be expected, which
is in line with some suggestions (Litman 2017; Walker and Marchau 2017). Our
study has shown that working with those whose work is being disrupted can help us
to build systems or services in a responsible way, and moreover build in such a way
as to reﬂect the heterogeneous needs of workers and passengers.
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